This paper presents several novel approaches of particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm with new particle velocity equations and three variants of inertia weight to solve the optimal control problem of a class of hybrid systems, which are motivated by the structure of manufacturing environments that integrate process and optimal control. In the proposed PSO algorithm, the particle velocities are conceptualized with the local best (or pbest) and global best (or gbest) of the swarm, which makes a quick decision to direct the search towards the optimal (fitness) solution. The inertia weight of the proposed methods is also described as a function of pbest and gbest, which allows the PSO to converge faster with accuracy. A typical numerical example of the optimal control problem is included to analyse the efficacy and validity of the proposed algorithms. Several statistical analyses including hypothesis test are done to compare the validity of the proposed algorithms with the existing PSO technique, which adopts linearly decreasing inertia weight. The results clearly demonstrate that the proposed PSO approaches not only improve the quality but also are more efficient in converging to the optimal value faster.
Introduction
The hybrid systems combine two different types of categories, subsystems with continuous dynamics and subsystems with discrete dynamics that interact with each other. Such hybrid systems arise in varied contexts in manufacturing, communication networks, automotive engine design, computer synchronization, and chemical processes, among others. In hybrid manufacturing systems, which is considered in this paper, the manufacturing process is composed of the event-driven dynamics of the parts moving among different machines and the time-driven dynamics of the processes within particular machines. Frequently in hybrid systems, the event-driven dynamics are studied separately from the time-driven dynamics, the former via timed state automata or Petri net models, Consider the hybrid model of a single-stage manufacturing hybrid system model is shown in Figure 2 .2. A sequence of N jobs (C 1 ,C 2 ,C 3 ,...,C N ) is assigned by an external source to arrive for processing at known times 0 ≤ a 1 ≤ a 2 ≤ ··· ≤ a N . The jobs are processed first-come first-serve (FCFS) basis by a work-conserving and nonpreemptive server. The processing time is s(u i ), which is a function of a control variable u i , and s(u i ) ≥ 0.
The time-driven dynamics of the hybrid system is defined by the equation which evolved the job C i which is initially at some physical state ξ i at time x 0 . The event-driven dynamics is described by recursive non-linear equations (Max-plus equations) involving a maximum or a minimum operation, which is typically found in models of discrete event systems (DES). For the fist-come first-serve (FCFS), nonpreemptive, single server example in Figure 2 .2, these dynamics are given by the "max-plus" recursive equation where x i is the departure or completion time of ith job and x 0 = −∞. The recursive relationship given in (2.2) is known in queuing theory as the Lindley equation [8] . From (2.1) and (2.2), it is clear that the choice of control u i affects both the physical state z i and next temporal state x i , and thus time-driven dynamics (2.1) and event-driven dynamics (2.2), justifying the hybrid nature of the system. According to [6] , there are two alternative ways to view this hybrid system. The first is as a discrete event queuing system with time-driven dynamics evolving during processing in the server as shown in Figure 2 .3.
The second viewpoint interprets the model as a switched system. In this framework, each job must be processed until it reaches a certain "quality level" denoted by Γ i (e.g., a threshold above which z i satisfies a desired quality level). That is, the processing time for It is shown in the figure that the dynamics of the physical state experiences a "switch" when certain events occur. These events may classify into two categories: uncontrolled (or exogenous) arrival events and controlled departure events. In Figure 2 .2, the first event is an exogenous arrival event at time a 1 . When the first job arrives at a 1 , the physical state starts to evaluate the time-driven dynamics until it reaches the departure time x 1 . It is clearly observed that the first job completes before the second job arrives and hence there is an idle period, in which the server has no jobs to process. The physical state again begins evolving the time-driven dynamics at time a 2 (arrival of second job) until the second job completes at x 2 . However, that the third job arrived before the second job was completed. So the third job is forced to wait in the queue until time x 2 . After the second job completes at x 2 the physical state begins to process the third job. As indicated in Figure 2 .3, not only do the arrival time and departure time cause switching in the time-driven dynamics according to (2.1), but also the sequence in which these events occur is governed by the event-driven dynamics given in (2.2).
This system is hybrid is the sense that it combines the time-driven dynamics (2.1) with the event-driven dynamics (2.2), the two being coupled through the choice of control sequence {u 1 ,...,u N }. Hence the optimal control problem considered in this paper is to minimize an objective function of the form
Although, in general, the state variables z i ,...,z N evolve continuously with time, minimizing (2.4) is an optimization problem in which the values of the state variables are considered only at the job completion times x 1 ,...,x N . Since the stopping criterion in (2.3) is used to obtain the service times, a cost on the physical state z i (x i ) is unnecessary because the physical state of each completed job satisfies the quality objectives, that is,
Obviously, the control variable u i is affecting the processing time through s i = s(u i ) for extensions to cases with time-varying controls u i (t) over a service time. By assuming s i (·) is either monotone increasing or monotone decreasing, given a control u i , service time s i can be determined from s i = s(u i ) and vice versa. For simplicity, let s i = u i and the rest of the analysis is carried out with the notation u i . Hence the optimal control problem, with η = 1.5, denoted by P is of the following form:
subject to
The optimal solution of P is denoted by u * i for i = 1,...,N, and the corresponding departure time in (2.6) is denoted by x * i for i = 1,...,N.
Review of standard particle swarm optimization techniques
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a parallel evolutionary computation technique developed by Kennedy and Eberhart based on the social behavior of metaphor. The PSO technique has ever since turned out to be a competitor in the fields of numerical optimization. The evolutionary algorithms, EAs, like genetic algorithm (GA) and evolutionary programming (EP) are search algorithms based on the simulated evolutionary process of natural selection, variation, and genetics. Both GA and EP can provide a near global solution [4] . PSO is similar to the other evolutionary algorithms in that the system is initialized with a population of random solutions, conceptualized as particle. Each particle is assigned a randomized velocity and is iteratively moved through the problem space. It is attracted towards the location of the best fitness achieved so far by the particle itself, called as personal best (pbest) and the location of the best fitness achieved so far across the whole population, known as global best (gbest). The PSO algorithm includes some tuning parameters which are clearly influence the performance of the algorithm, often referred to as exploration-exploitation tradeoff. Exploration is the ability to test various regions in the problem space in order to locate a good optimum, hopefully a global solution. Exploitation is the ability to concentrate the search around a promising candidate solution in order to locate the optimum precisely. A complete theoretical analysis of PSO has been described by Clerc and Kennedy in [2] .
Also, PSO will not follow survival of the fittest, the principle of other EAs. PSO when compared to EP has very fast converging characteristics; however it has a slow fine-tuning ability of the solution. Also PSO has a more global searching ability at the beginning of the run and a local search near the end of the run. Therefore, while solving problems with more local optima, there are more possibilities for the PSO to explore local optima at the end of the run [5, 7] . PSO is basically through simulation of bird flocking in two-dimension space. The position of each particle is represented by XY axis position and the velocity is expressed by vx (the velocity of X axis) and vy (the velocity of Y axis). Modification of the particle position is realized by position and velocity information. Each particle knows its best value so far (pbest) and its XY position. The information corresponds to personal experiences of each particle in the concept of individual learning and cultural transmission (ILCT). Moreover, each particle knows the best value so far in the group (gbest) among pbests. The information corresponds with the knowledge of how the other particles around them have performed in the concept of ILCT [5] . Namely, each particle tries to modify its position using the following information:
(i) the distance between the current position and pbest;
(ii) the distance between the current position and gbest. This modification can be represented by the concept of velocity. Velocity of each particle can be modified by the following equation: 
In the standard PSO, the inertia weight is introduced as a decreasing function which is set to a higher value (w max ) at initial stage and is decreased linearly with the iteration, k to a lower value (w min ) and it is represented by the equation
where k max is the maximum iteration number. From (3.1), three terms are taken into consideration: the first term is wv k i , is the particle's previous velocity weighted by the inertia weight w. The second term, 
is the distance between the particle's best previous position, and its current position. And the third term, (gbest − X k i ), is the distance between the swarm's best experience, and the ith particle's current position. Equation (3.2) provides the new position of ith particle, adding its new velocity, to its current position. In general, the performance of each particle is measured according to a fitness function, which is problem-dependent. In optimization problems, the fitness function is usually the objective function under consideration.
New variants of inertia weight and velocity equation
The role of inertia weight is very crucial on PSO's performance and convergence behavior. The inertia weight is employed to control the impact of the history of velocities on the current velocity. In this way, the inertia weight regulates the trade-off between global and local exploration abilities of the swarm. A suitable value for the inertia weight provides a balance between the global and local exploration ability of the swarm which results in better convergence rates. Similarly, the velocity equation of PSO also plays an important role for a quality solution and faster convergence. Since the new position of the particle depends on the velocity, it is very important to design the parameters in the velocity equation carefully in order to move closer to the optimal solution faster. Such a careful design of PSO parameters is considered in this paper. In this paper, new variants to the inertia weight and velocity equations are considered and they are classified into two groups. Group 1 ( Step 4. Calculate the particle velocity using the swarm equations given in group 1 & 2 Update the particle positions using (3.1).
Step 5. Repeat until Max number of generation or best solution. Each method described in group 1 adopts all the three inertia weights given in group 2 individually and hence 12 methods are formed namely methods WA, WB, WC, XA, XB, XC, Y, YB, YC, ZA, ZB, and ZC. All these 12 methods are implemented in the PSO algorithm (Algorithm 4.1), to solve the optimal control problem of the single-stage hybrid manufacturing systems.
Experimental results and statistical analyses
In order to compare the validity and usefulness of the proposed PSO methods, the optimal control problem from (2.5) and (2.6) with the following functions are considered:
The optimal controls (u i ), the departure time (x i ) and cost or fitness (J) for the objective function given in (5.2) are computed with the following parameter settings.
(i) The maximum number of generations is set as 2000.
(ii) The population size = 20. (iii) Number of jobs = 50, and (iv) Total number of run (simulation) = 1000. The arrival sequence (a i for i = 1 to N) for N = 50 is obtained from Algorithm 5.1. The PSO algorithms associated with the 12 methods are simulated 1000 times at different intervals of time. The optimal control variable (u i ), the departure time (x i for i = 1,2,...,50) and the fitness objective function (J) are computed for all 12 methods. The average value of the optimal control variable (u i ), and the corresponding departure time (x i ) are presented in Tables 5.5 All the 12 methods are executed through visual basic program and the fitness values for all the methods are taken by running the simulation 1000 times at different times. The average values (Mean), best and worst fitness values among 1000 simulated results and the standard deviations (SD) of the fitness values for each method are calculated. In order to strengthen the comparison, few more statistics tests are conducted, the coefficient variance, which is calculated from the ratio of standard deviation to the mean and the average deviation, which will, give the average of the absolute deviation of the Tables  5.1 Tables 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. From the departure time of each job, the queue lengths of the server (of the single-stage hybrid system) at the arrival times (a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a 50 ) are computed and plotted in Figure 5 .4 for all the 12 methods individually.
The dynamic behavior of each particle in the search space for each method with N = 50 is taken over 2000 generations and the particles positions are recorded and presented in Table 5 .7 and Figure 5 .5. The particle positions for the methods which are with W and A are moving away form the equilibrium point (the position where the optimal solution is obtained) often and takes a lot of generations to settle whereas in methods comprising of Y, Z and B (sometimes C), the particle positions are always in a closer range of the equilibrium point and converge faster.
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Discussions and conclusion
In this paper, new variants to the inertia weight and velocity equations are considered and they are classified into 12 methods. In order to compare the validity and usefulness of the proposed velocity equations in PSO methods with the existing standard PSO (method WA), all the methods are simulated 1000 times at different periods of time, and 1000 simulated results for each method are taken at different timings. The performance of different algorithms is compared with respect to the solution accuracy in the fitness, the standard deviations, co-efficient variance, average deviation, ANOVA t-test, and the percentage of deviation in the fitness from the proposed best method.
From the results stated in Table 5 .1-5.4, it is obvious that the method 8 (YB) is the best followed by method 9 (YC). This clearly establishes the fact that method Y with B and C yields better solutions. This is the most significant outcome of the experiments 272 Optimal control of hybrid systems via new PSO algorithm performed. These combinations have been shown to work efficiently with regard to an optimal control problem here but it is believed that these might be equally efficient with regard to all other problems where PSO can be used. All the 12 methods are sorted on the average fitness value, and their rankings are as follows: YB, YC, ZB, ZC, XB, XC, WB, WC, YA, WA, ZA, and XA. From the above rankings, it is very obvious that the methods comprise of Y and B always provide better results compared to other methods. It is also observed that except methods ZA and XA all other methods are better than the standard PSO, which is known here as method WA. By analyzing the PSO parameters, it is observed that normally the cognitive (c 1 ) and social (c 2 ) parameters are set to 2 for a better convergence. This is proved in the proposed methods. In method X, these two constants (c 1 and c 2 ) are always greater than or equal to 2 whereas they (c 1 and c 2 ) are always less than or equal to 2 in method Z, since pbest i ≥ gbest, for i = 1,2,...,50. In method Y, they (c 1 and c 2 ) are always equal to 2. PSO algorithm with method Y always yields better result followed by those comprise of method Z with respect to the optimal fitness solution. It is also observed from the Table 5 .1-5.4, method Z is always yielding the optimal solution with less standard deviation, which proves this method's accuracy and consistency. So from consistency point of view, PSO algorithm with method Z is a better choice than the one with method Y.
From the hypothesis ANOVA t-test that is shown in Figure 5 .3, it can be easily concluded that method YB (refers to method 8 in the figure) is better than any other methods considered in this paper. This box plot representation provides an excellent visual summary of many important aspects of a distribution of fitness value over 2000 generations. The graphical view clearly shows the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms and their fitness distribution. optimal solution is obtained) often and takes a lot of generations to settle whereas in methods with Y, Z, and B (sometimes C), the particle positions are always in a closer range of the equilibrium point and converge faster. It is very obvious that the particle positions in methods YB, YC, ZB, and ZC are in a very narrow range, which implies how fast they are reaching the equilibrium point to obtain the optimal solution. This again proves the effectiveness and faster convergence capability of the methods YB, YC, ZB, and ZC.
The most important aspect of simulation program is its execution time. Any algorithm, which runs at less execution time compared to other algorithms, is considered as best method. From Table 5 In summary, it is proven in so many aspects that the proposed methods, those with Y and also Z are much better than the existing methods and other proposed methods. Hence it can be concluded that the PSO algorithms with method Y is the superior among others and in particular it is more effective with the inertia weight which given in method B in computing the optimal control and fitness solution of the single-stage hybrid system.
